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If TRANSFORMATION is the yard-stick by which the strength of religious Truth should be
measured, let us examine and see what sort of change the Message of the Honorable ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD has brought about in his followers during the short while he has been teaching here in
America...and thereby judge him according to the RESULTS of his teachings among us.
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Me having Message To The Blackman, Theology of Time and How to Eat To Live saw it fitting to get
this book also. With the Nation of Islam merging with Scientology It will be wise to have these books
to see the true foundation on which made this group flourish in the past.

Elijah Muhammad (1897-1975; born as Elijah Robert Poole) led the Nation of Islam from 1934 until
his death. This 1957 book contains a topical selection of brief teachings of his on a wide variety of
subjects. Here are some quotations:"I do not make mistakes in what I write pertaining to these two
races---black and white---and I do not need to study the theory of evolution to learn about them."
(Pg. 21)"Get an equal education, but stay to yourselves today. It is too late in the evening to try
mixing the races." (Pg. 22)"The present Brotherhood of Islam is typical of the life in the Hereafter.

The only difference is that the Brotherhood in the Hereafter will enjoy the spirit of gladness and
happiness forever in the presence of Allah." (Pg. 25)"Many people have been deceived by the arch
deceiver in regards to the Hereafer. They think the Hereafter is a life of spirits (spooks) up
somewhere in the sky, while it is only on the earth, and you won't change to any spirit beings. The
life in the hereafter is only a continuation of the present life." (Pg. 26)"The Arabs are alleged to have
slaves. The Arabs will answer for themselves, but I do know that no Muslim will enslave a Muslim.
All Muslims are the brothers of another Muslim." (Pg. 29)"Know that Jesus was only a prophet and
cannot hear you pray any more than Moses of any other dead prophet. Allah alone can hear your
prayers and answer them." (Pg. 34)"The Original Man, Allah has declared, is none other than the
black man. He is the first and the last, and maker and owner of the universe; from him come
all---brown, yellow, red and white. By using a special method of birth control law, the black man was
able to produce the white race." (Pg. 38)

wanted to know more about Elijah Muhammad and the problems of the negroe from the early
years.I just wanted to enlighten myself about things that want on before my time even now to this
very day.I wonder why the line is still there between us that still seperates us.

the book is a reprint of the 1957 first edition, which is great for showing the original pagination and
layout, graphics, font, but it is very low resolution, and the ink is far too light. Still valuable and well
priced.

The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad gives short, but detailed knowledge on a variety of topics.
The most suprising for myself is when he states that the Mother Ship can be seen two days out of
the week. Volumes 1 & 2 contain some repeated information, but review never hurt anyone. Check
it out. Find out who you are, and also who you are not! Not a book for those who cant handle blatant
truth. I leave with the words of peace--As Sallam A'laikum. All praises due to the Most High.

i would recommend this to college students that are taking black history classes it goes into dept a
bit more

The print is very very small and faded, when i called to complain about the print being faded, i was
told there is nothing could do about it..i am furious about this book a waste of money.
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